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1. ISTR~DUCTI~S 
In [I] it was shown that each associative algebra E with identity can be 
represented as the algebra &( U; K) of endomorphisms of a vector space U 
which leave invariant each member of a set K of distinct proper subspaces of 
U. (The base field @ is the same for U as for E.) This result was proved by 
constructing a representation of E with dim U = 2 dim E and the cardinal 
( K 1 of K equal to y -k 3, where y is the cardinal of a set of generators of E. 
Three questions concerning such representations are discussed in this paper. 
They are, for given E, (i) what is the minimum value for ( K ( ? (ii) what is 
the minimum of dim U?, and (iii) what can be said about the lattice of suh- 
spaces of U generated by K? 
In Section 5 it is shown that, if E has a finite or countable set of generators, 
then it can be represented by a system in which 1 K ! is five. The technique 
of proof rests on the formula 
b((U;K)@(V;L))=G”(U;K)@d(V;L) 
which is valid if either dim &(U; K) or dim &‘( I’; L) is finite (see Section 3). 
It has been shown in [3] that any algebra can be represented with five sub- 
spaces.1 Corner’s construction, which is considerably more complicated than 
that given here, requires dim U to be infinite even when dim & is finite. On 
the other hand, Corner’s results go beyond those of Section 5 and, in partic- 
ular, do not require dim E to be countable. 
The algebras which can be represented by a system with ( K 1 = 3 can be 
written down explicitly. They form a very restricted class and, in particular, 
if dim U > 2, they contain proper idempotents. The problem of what algebras 
1 I am indebted to Dr. Corner for communicating his results to me, and in particular 
for the information that five (not six) subspaces are sufficient for a countably generated 
algebra. 
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can be represented with four subspaces is still open. Any algebra which 
is generated by a single element (in addition to the identity) can be so 
represented. Two negative results are given in Section 8. The proof of one 
of these results requires a knowledge of all representations of the trivial 
algebra with dim U finite and ) K 1 I;= 4. A list of such representations is 
contained in the Appendix. 
There are two attractive unsolved problems concerning four subspaces. 
First: can the trivial algebra be represented with 1 K 1 =: 4 and U of countable 
(or higher) dimension ? Second: is there an algebra over the complex numbers, 
with finite vector-space dimension, which cannot be represented with 
! K \ = 4 and dim U finite? 
The minimum value of dim U has been found only for semisimple algebras 
which have finite vector-space dimension (Section 9). The proof is based on 
the fact that a simple algebra is isomorphic to a complete matrix algebra over 
a skew field. It is possible to put an upper bound on the number of subspaces 
required to achieve a representation with minimum dim U. 
The lattice of subspaces of U generated by K is contained in the lattice of 
subspaces left invariant by each element of b(U; K). The Example of Sec- 
tion 6 shows that this is the only general relation between these two lattices. 
Johnson [4] has considered systems (CT; K) for which these two lattices coin- 
cide. Such systems are called “dinstinguished”. Johnson is interested in 
distinguished systems with distributive lattices. He shows that, if the lattice 
of a distinguished system is finite and the field CD is infinite,2 then the lattice 
is distributive. He also shows that, if (U; K) is a distinguished system with a 
distributive lattice and dim U > 1, then c?( U; K) contains a proper idcm- 
potent. In Section 6 it will be shown that, if c?( U; K) contains no proper 
idempotent and 1 K 1 is finite, then the lattice generated by K is not distribu- 
tive. 
Some of the results of this paper were presented to the 1964 Peking 
Symposium [2]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A subspace K of a vector space U is conveniently described by a homo- 
morphism K of a vector space W, into U with the property WKK := K. 
Usually W, may be chosen to be K and K to be the inclusion map of K into U. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for an endomorphismf of U to belong 
to B( U; K) is that, for each K E K, there exists an endomorphism& of WK 
such that 
f&-K = Kf. 
2 Johnson says “of characteristic zero,” but his proof seems to go through for 
inlinite fields. 
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If V is the dual space of U and, for each K E K, 
LK = {w : w E V, v(k) = 0 for all k E K}, 
then (I/; L) with L = {LK : K E K} is called the system dual to (U; K). It is 
clear that, if dim U is finite, then b(V; L) is isomorphic to the opposite 
algebra to b(U; K). 
Some other relations between two systems will be required later. Let 
(U;K) and (V;L) be two systems with K={K,:~EZ), L={Li:i~Z) 
indexed by the same set I. The system (c L) is said to be contained in (U; K), 
(V; L) C (U; K), if V C U and there is a permutation n of Z such that 
Li C Ki, for each i E 1. 
A linear map h : U-e V is a homomorphism of (U; K) into (V; L) if 
(U; K) h = (Uh; I(h) C (V; L) (I(h = {KJz : i E I)). It is an isomorphism 
if h is an isomorphism and KJz = Li, for each i E I, where x is a permutation 
of I. 
The system (U; 0) will b e d enoted by U. In particular b(U) is the algebra 
of all endomorphisms of U. 
The Proposition of [I] is essential to the proof of Theorem 2. This Propo- 
sition may be stated as follows. 
PROPOSITION I. Let E be an associative a&ebra with identity and r be a 
set of generators of E. Let e, : x + ex (x E E) and eR : x + xe (x E E) be the left 
and right translations of E by e E E. Then the algebra of all vector space endo- 
morphisms of E which commute with each element of I’, = {gL : g E r> b 
precisely the algebra ER G E of all right translations of E. 
The algebra of endomorphisms of a vector space U which commute with 
each element of a set p of endomorphisms of U is called the commutant of t.~ 
and will bc denoted by C,, . Thus Proposition 1 shows that any algebra E 
is isomorphic to the commutant of a set of (vector space) endomorphisms 
of itself. 
3. TENSOR PRODUCT FORMULA 
The tensor product (V; K) @ (V; L) of two systems (U, K) and (V; L) 
is defined to be the system 
where 
(UOV;(UOL)u(KOV, 
U@L={U@L:LEL} and K@V={K@V:KEK}. 
Clearly the natural monomorphism of b(U) B&(V) into d( U @ V) 
restricts to a monomorphism of 8( U; K) @ &‘( V; L) into &‘(( U; K) @ (V; L)). 
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The following Theorem shows that the latter monomorphism may be an 
isomorphism even when the former is not (i.e., when U and V are both 
infinite-dimensional). 
THEOREM 1. If either b( U; K) w d’( V; L) has finite dimensia m a erector 
space over @, then 
b((u; K) @(y; L)) E d(U; K) @ G”(y; L). 
The following Lemma is required in the proof of this Theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let V be a vector space and F be a map of a set I into 8’(V) tith 
the properties 
(i) for each v E V, the set (y : y E I, w(yF) # 0} is finite, and 
(ii) thereisanintegernsuchthatifJCIand(JI>n,then(jF:jEfi 
is linearly *endent. 
Then the image IF of F is afbzite subset of b(V). 
The proof of this Lemma is based on an inductive construction. Let 
v. = nYErO ker (yF), I, = I, and F, = 8. Suppose that, for each s = 0, I,... 
r - 1, a subspace I’, of V and subsets Z, of Z and F, of ZF have been constructed 
so that I, = Zs-r \ {y : yF EF,} and V,, 0 V, @ a** @ V, = (J+, ker (yF). 
Write V = V, @ Vl @ .** @ V,., @ IV, and suppose W, # 0. Choose 
c, E W, , V, # 0. Then the set F, = {yF : y E ITMl , o&F) # 0} is nonempty 
and [from (i)] finite. Let I, = Ip.-l\{y : yF EF~); then 
V,,@V,@~~.@V,-,Cnker(yF). 
-4 
Choose V, so that 
nker(yF)= V,@V,@.,.@V,,@V,. 
-4 
Now for each s = 1, 2,..., r choose f, EF, and v8’ E V, . Then vifS # 0 
and vS’fi = 0 if t > s so that ( f8 : 1 Q s < r} is linearly independent. It 
follows from (ii) that T < n. Let r,, < n be the largest value of r for which 
the above construction can be performed. Then W,O+l = 0 and 
{yF : y E IrJ = {O}. Hence IF = {0} u (uzl F,) which is finite since each 
F, is finite. 
Theorem 1 will now be proved for the case of 6’( c L) having finite dimen- 
sion. It is only necessary to show that any f E B(( U; K) @ (V; L)) can be 
written in the form f = gB, g, @ hi, where gi E b( U; K) and hi E &‘( V, L) 
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(i = I;2 ,..., n). Let {uW : OL E I} be a basis of U. Then any element w of U @ V 
can be written in the form w - xzEI u,, @ vd, where v, E V and v, = 0 
unless 01 belongs to some finite subset I, cf I. For each OL EI define 
i : V -+ U @ V by vi, = u, 0 v and p, : U @ V -+ V by 
;&,I “0 0 q7) Pm = va * Choose f E Q(U @ (V; L)) and define 
fW, = i,fp, (ry, y E I). Then f, E &( V; L) and, if v E V, 
Since (uol @ v)f E U 0 V, it follows that v&, = 0 unless y E I,,, , a finite 
subset of I. For each OL E I at most n = dim 6“( V; L) of the f, are linearly 
independent, so the map F, : y -f=,, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1. 
Therefore L?= = IF, is a finite subset of d( V; L). Choose g E E, , g # 0, and 
v E V so that vg # 0. Then the set {y : y E I, fay = g} C I,+ and is therefore 
finite. Hence 
L= u {Y:Y~~~f,=g~ 
SEE, 
HO 
is finite and, for each v E V, Ia,, Cl,. Let {hi : 1 < i < n} be a basis of 
b( V; L). Then, for some f,,i E @, f, = ~~,~,Jz~ . SO 
(Ua O V) f = 1 jJ f,,Py @ vhi = f U&i @ vhi 9 
+I.. i=l i=l 
where gi E d(U) and is defined by uclgi = & fa,,iu, for each a: E I. Thus, 
if f E &( U @ (I’; L)), then f = sSl gi @ hi whke each gi E a(U). It remains 
to show that if f leaves K @ V invariant for each K E K, then g, E d?(U; K) 
(i = 1, 2,..., n). Let {va : j? E /} b e a basis of V. Then vphi = &, hi,gsv,, 
where hi,gs E 0 and higs = 0 unless 6 E Ja, a finite subset of J. Hence, if 
21 E u, 
Now suppose f also leaves K @ V invariant for each K E K. Then, using an 
argument similar to one given earlier in this proof, there exist f$ E b(U; K) 
such that (u @ VP) f = &, uf$ @ vs and uf& = 0 unless 6 E Ja,u , a finite 
subset of J. Comparison of this with (2.1) eves Js,u C Js and 
ufp% = uxiEl hi,M, for each u E U. Hence fz8 = Cy=, hie,gi. The set 
{hi : 1 < i < n} is a basis of b(V; L) and therefore linearly independent. 
Thus it is possible to choose a subset {xj : 1 <j < n} of J x J such that the 
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n x n matrix H, whose i, j element is hi,A3 , is nonsingular. Hence 
gi = Cyzl (Z~Z-l)~,~~jf$ (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). But eachf,*l E &( U; K), SO gi E 6(U;K). 
This completes the proof. 
4. THE REPRESENTATIOK OF COMMUTANTS 
The following Proposition provides a very simple procedure for construct- 
ing vector space systems which represent a given commutant. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (V; L) be a representation of the trivial algebra. Suppose 
that v== WT1@ WT2, where r1 and r2 are monomorphtinu of W into V. 
Denote by {ai : i ~1) a set of monomorphisms of a one-dimensional space Z into 
W such that 
W = f” Zai . 
i=l 
LetM={M,:jEj}b e a set of subspaces of U @ V deJined by 
Mj x CG (U @ Z) (I u @ aiT -I- pji @ UiT2), 
iel 
where pji E 8(U) (j E J, i ~1) and 1 u is the identity of 6’(U). Then, if 
p={pLii:jE],iEI), 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that, if f E 8( c’ @ (V; L)), then 
f -gOly, where g E b(U) and 1 y is the identity of 6?(V). If also f leaves 
Mj invariant for some j E J. then g E Cuj , where pj == {pjd : i E Z}. Hence if f 
leaves each iklj invariant, thcng E C,, . Conversely, iff = g @ 1 y and g E C,, , 
then ~EE(UBV;(U@L)UM). 
The simplest representation of the trivial algebra which can be used in the 
above construction is the two-dimensional one with three subspaces. This 
will be denoted by (X; Y) and is defined by 
x = Y7rl e Yvn, ) Yl = Y7rl ) Y, = YT, , Y, = Y(Tr, $ z-2) 
(4.1) 
where n1 and rs are monomorphisms of the one-dimensional space Y into X. 
The representation of an arbitrary algebra E constructed in [1] is obtained 
from (X; Y) by applying Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 with U = E and 
p-FL* 
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5. THE REPRESENTATION OF FINITELY AND 
COUNTABLY GENERATED ALGEBRAS 
‘hEOREM 2. Let E be an associative algebra with identity. Then, if E has a 
finite or countable3 set r of generators, there is a vector space system (U; K) 
withlK( =5anddimU=2~~idimEsurhthat8(Cr;K)~EE. 
Proof. (i) Suppose 1 r [ = r is finite. Let (I/; L) be a representation of the 
trivial algebra with dim V = 2~ and 1 L ( = 4. Representations of this type 
are exhibited in the Appendix. Let I’, be the set of left translations of E by 
elements of r. Then it is possible to construct a single subspace M of E @ V 
so that the conditions of Proposition 2 arc satisfied with p = I’, . So 
(E @ V; (E @ L) u (RI]) z CrL z E, from Proposition 1. 
(ii) Now suppose ) r 1 = K, . Let (V; L) be a representation of the trivial 
algebra with dim V = IZ >, 3 (n finite) and 1 L i = 4 (see Appendix). Write 
v=x7rl@x~2~*-~x7rn, where rr (1 < Y < n) is monomorphism 
of the one-dimensional space X into V. Let W be a space of countable 
dimension and {ui : i = 1,2,...) a set of monomorphisms of a one dimensional 
space Z into W such that 
W=f@ZO{. 
i-l 
Let or = {pi : i = 2, 3,...} b e a countable set of endomorphisms of a vector 
space U and define the subspace M of U @ W @ V by 
From Theorem 1 it follows that, if f E b(U @ W @ (Z’; L)), then 
f = h 9 1 y for some h E b( U @ W). Straightforward but tedious calcula- 
tion shows that, if alsof leaves M invariant, then h = g @ lw whereg E C,, . 
Conversely, g E C,, and f = g @ 1 w @ 1 y, then 
f~Q(UOWOV;(UOWOL)V(M)). 
The proof is completed as before by taking U = E and p = r,, and noting 
that dim(E@W@V)=n)~~dimE=X,=2)~~dimE. 
‘See Footnote 1. 
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Remarks. (i) If there is a representation of the trivial algebra with 
four subspaces in countable (or higher) dimension, then the proof given 
above for finite ) r 1 can be used for the countable (or higher) case. 
(ii) Theorem 2 is best possible for finite-dimensional algebras in the 
sense that, for some basefields at least, there are finite-dimensional algebras 
which cannot be represented with four subspaces. (See Section 8.) 
6. THE LATTICE OF SUBSPACES 
PROPOSITION 3. If &( U; K) COht&S no proper idempotents, I K I is finite 
and dim U > 1, then the lattice of subspaces of U generated by K is not distrib- 
utive. 
This Proposition will be deduced from the following result, which is also 
used in Section 8. 
LEMMA 2. If 6(U; K) contains no proper idempotents and dim U > 1 
then, for every pair of complementary subsets K’ and K” of K, 
n K’C c K”. 
K’CK KU& 
Proof. Write 
KQ, K’ = N and 1 K” = v. 
K”EK” 
Let N1 be an arbitrary complement of Nn V in N, and expand V 
to a complement W of N, in U. Then, if K’ E K’ and K” E K”, 
K'=N,@(K'n W) and K” C W. So the endomorphism of U which 
maps W to 0 and N1 to N, identically belongs to &(U; I(). It is a proper 
idempotent unless N1 = 0 or W = 0. If R; = 0, then NC Y. If W - 0, 
then V = 0 and N = U which implies that K is empty and so 
b(U; K) = c?(U) w 1c contains proper idempotents if dim U > 1. h’ h 
COROLLARY. If &(U; K) contains no proper idempotents then, for each 
K’EK, 




Proof. An argument similar to the above may be used to prove 
CIEK K = U. The Lemmaimplies K’ C&J +KEIC K. Hence&,fKEK K = U 
Similarly the Lemma implies nKEK K = 0 and K’ 3 nK,fKEg K, so 
n K’+K& K = 0. 
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Proposition 3 is now an immediate consequence of the following lattice- 
theoretic result. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let L be a lattice generated by the n > 1 dzktinct elements 
K, , K, , . . . . K,, . If, for each pair ot complementary subsets I’ and I” of 
I = {i: 1 < i < n}, 
n KiC (J Kjv 
id jsf 
then L is not distributive.” 
Proof. Suppose that L is distributive. Denote by Jr the set of subsets of I 
which contain exactly Y elements. Write 
and 
Let H(r) be the proposition: 
u = u, = U(Z,) for each I, E Jr (1 ,< r < n - 1). 
Since from the hypothesis Ki C U({i}) (r’ E I), it follows that 
U({i}) = U({i)) u Kj = U (i E I), 
i.e., that c’(Z,) = U for each I, E Jr . Also U, = Uie, Ki = U. Hence the 
proposition H(1) is true. Row suppose that ZZ(r) is true for some Y, 
l<r<n-l.Thcn,foreachI,~J, 
n Ki = (0 Kd n U = (0 Ki) n u(4), 
iEI, ief, isI, 
and since I, is distributive (&,, K,) n E(Ir) C Crr+, . But 
u = u, = (J n Ki . 
I&J, 61, 
Hence U1+l = U. Finally, for each I,,, E Jr-r , 
ur+l C W+d u ( n Ki)v 
for, clearly, 
’ I am indebted to M. C. R. Butler for the proof of this result. 
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Since, from the stated conditions on {Ki}, 
it follows that U = U,-, C U(I,_r), and so U(I,,,) = U for each I,,, E J++, 
Thus H(r -i 1) follows from H(r). But H(n - 1) implies that Ki = U for 
each i ~1 and this contradicts the assumption that L has n > 1 distinct 
generators. This completes the proof. 
The following Example shows that there is no general relation between 
the lattice of subspaces of U left invariant by R( U; K) and the lattice of 
subspaces generated by K. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that Q, is a field with more than two elements. Then 
for each integer n > 1 there is a representation (U; K) of the trivial algebra 
with dim U = 2n and such that, for each pair of elements K and K’ of K, 
KnK’=OandK+K’==U. 
The construction of a system (U; K) satisfying these conditions starts from 
the system (X; Y) defined in (4.1). Let W be a space of dimension t and define 
Ki = (W @ Y) (1 W @ rrr + Xi @ rra) (r’ =- 1,2) 
where h, and A2 are endomorphisms of W. Write U = W @ X and 
K ::- (WB Y) U {K, , K,j. Then (U; K) satisfies the required lattice conditions 
provided that the endomorphisms h, , As, 1 w - X, , lW - X, , h, - h, 
are all nonsingular. Also it follows from Proposition 2 that &‘( U; K) z @ 
provided that the only cndomorphisms which commute with both h, and X, 
are scalar multiplies of the identity. If @contains an element a different from 0 
and 1, all these conditions on h, and h, can be satisfied simultaneously. This 
can be achieved, for example, by choosing for X, and hs endomorphisms 
which, with respect to the same basis of W, can be represented by the compa- 
nion matrix of x’ - a and the matrix al + J, where j is the usual Jordan 
matrix. 
The above representation of the trivial algebra has five subspaces. The 
representations of the trivial algebra with four subspaces given in the Appen- 
dix, other than the two-dimensional one, generate more complicated lattices. 
7. SYSTEMS WITH THREE SUBSPACE~ 
If K = {Kl , K, , KS}, it is possible to write down an explicit form for the 
algebra d( U; K). This may be done by first decomposing U, K, , K, and K3 
into direct sums of subspaces of U. The decomposition forms the basis of the 
results of the next section. 
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Let L be an arbitrary complement of Kl + K, + K3 in U, and let 
P = Kl n K, n K3 . For each permutation i, j, k of 1, 2, 3, let Mi and Ni , 
respectively, be arbitrary complements of Kin (Kj + K,) in Ki and of 
P in K, n K, . Further, let Q, be an arbitrary complement of 
(KS n KJ + (K, n KJ = P @ N, @ N, in K3 n (Kl -!- KJ. Each element 
~a of Qa can bc written uniquely in the form X, = x1 + xp , where x1 E K, 
and x, E K’, where K’ is an arbitrary complement of P @ N3 in K2. Let 
Qi = Sp{x, : x1 E K, , x2 E K2 , x1 + x2 E Q3} (i = 1, 2). Then 
dimQ,=dimQ,-dimQ,andKin(Kj+K,J=P@Ni@Nk@Qifor 
each permutation i, j, k of 1, 2, 3. The required decomposition is 
U=L~MM,~~~,OM,OQ,~Q,~:N,O~V,~:,OP (7.1) 
Ki = Mi 0 A’j @ ??k 8 Qi @ P (i, j, k permutation of 1. 2, 3). 
The condition for an element of 8(U) to belong to 8’(U; K) can now be 
written down and, if required, 6’( U; K) may b e expressed in terms of genera- 
tors and relations. The algebra &‘(U; K) contains proper idempotents unless 
U = Qr @ Qa and dim U = 2 [which is the system (X; Y) defined by (4.1)]. 
An expression for the vector-space dimension of b( U; K) will be required 
later. Let t, mi , q, ni , p be the dimensions of the subspaces L, Mi , Qi , Ni , 
P, respectively. The dimension of U is u =I’ + ~IJ + p + CQYl (mi + ni). 
The dimension of g(G; K) as a vector space over @ is 
lu + 8 + 4 i (??li + ni) + 5 (mi" + n?) + i ??li?lj + p2- (7.2) 
i-l i=l i#i 
i.i-1 
8. REPRESENTATIONS WITH FOUR SUBSPACES 
The question of what algebras can be represented with four subspaccs is 
still open. The result obtained in [I] shows that any algebra which is generated 
by a single element (in addition to the identity) can be so represented. Two 
negative results are presented in this section. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let D be a skew field of finite dimension over 0. Then 
D z b( U; K) fw sorrz system (U; K) with dim U finite and ( K 1 = 4 ;f and 
only ;f D is a simple jeld extension of 0. 
(This result shows that, for example, the real quaternions cannot be rcpre- 
sented by a system with four subspaces. However it says nothing about 
whether or not all algebras over the complex numbers can be represented in 
this way.) 
Proof. Since any algebra which is generated by a single element can 
be represented with four subspaces, it is only necessary to prove that 
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if D can be so represented, then it is generated by a single element. 
Suppose D z b(U; K), where K = (Kl , K, , I& , K4). Write 
K’ = {Kl , K, , KS} and decompose the system (U; K’) as in (7.1). Then the 
Corollary to Lemma 2 implies L = P = 0. Write dim K., = Y and 
dim &‘( U; K’) = d’. Since &( U; K) is that subalgebra of G(U; K’) whose 
elements leave K4 invariant, the dimension d of d(U; K) G D satisfies 
d’ > d > d’ + r2 - TU. 
The second inequality may be combined with the expression (7.2) for d’ 
to obtain 
d 2 (f - & u)~ -I- 4 p2, (8.1) 
where p can take any of the values mi , nj (i = 1,2, 3). However each of the 
spaces Md, Ni must have the dimension of a representation space of D. Since 
D is simple, each possible value of p must be an integral multiple of d. Let 
p = sd. Then (8.1) becomes 
(r - 4 u)” < d(l - 2~ s2 d). 
Ifd>2thisisonlypossibleifs=O.Soifd>2,M~-Ni=O(i=1,2,3). 
This means that Ki n Kj = 0 and K, $ Kj := U for each distinct pair i, 
j E (1,2, 3,4}. Any algebra which can be represented by a system with four 
such subspaces is isomorphic to the algebra of matrices which commute with a 
given matrix. It contains proper idempotents unless the matrix is cyclic, 
in which case D has a single generator. This completes the proof for, if 
d < 2, then D is generated by a single element. 
The other negative result concerns the representation of @ (the ring direct 
sum of n copies of the trivial algebra). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let @ be a$nitefield. There is an integer B (B = 18 + j @ / 
will do) such that, ifn > B, then Qn cannot be represented by a system (U; K) in 
which dim U is$nite and j K 1 = 4. 
Proof. Let (U; K) (K = {Kl , K2, K3 , KJ) be a system which 
represents @. Since Pa is semisimple, there is a direct decomposition 
(U; K) = (C;; I(r) @ (U,; K.J @ e-e @ (U,; K,J (i.e. a decomposition 
U=U,~U2@**~@U,, and K,={U,nK,:l<i<4} (l<r<n)) 
such that &( UT; K) E @ (1 < Y < n). Further there can be no homomor- 
phism h : (U,; K,) --f (U,,; K,) (r’ # Y) such that (U, n Ki) h C U,, n K, 
(1 < i < 4). The representations of the trivial algebra by systems with four 
subspaces are listed in the Appendix. They fall into six main classes [i.e., 
those listed as (ii)- and their duals], together with those in dimension 2. 
It is easy to check that, if (I’; L) and (V’; L’) are two systems belonging to 
the same class, and if dim V > dim V’, then there is a nonzero homomor- 
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phism h : (V; L) -+ (V’; I,‘) which preserves the listed order of the subspaces. 
It follows from the remarks in the Appendix on isomorphisms between 
representations of the same class and dimension, that n < 18 + ! @ 1 . 
9. SIMPLE AZ~D SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
In this section E will denote an algebra with finite dimension as a vector 
space over @. The minimum dimension in which E can be represented as an 
endomorphism algebra will be denoted by m(B). 
The results summarized below rest on elementary properties of simple and 
semisimple algebras and on Theorem 1 of [I] (see the end of Section 4). 
Let E be a simple algebra, and p(E) the dimension of its irreducible 
representation space. Then J? is isomorphic to a complete matrix algebra over 
a skew field L). If DE @, then m(E) = p(E), otherwise m(E) = 2p(E). Let 
s(E) be the cardinal of a smallest set of generators of D which contains 1. 
Define t(E) T-- 0 if D g @ and t(E) = s(E) + 2 otherwise. Then, it 
&( U; K) e E and dim U = m(E), 1 K ( > t(E) and there is a system with 
( K 1 = t(E). 
Now let E be semisimple. Then, for some integer n, E: = El @E, @ *-* @En, 
where I$ (1 < i < n) is simple. If &‘( U; K) e I? and dim U = m(E), there 
is a decomposition (U, K) = (Ur; K,) @ (Us; Ka) @ *a- @ (U,; K,J 
[Ki = (K n Ui : K E K, K n Ui f O> (1 < i < n)] such that 
cF’(U,; KJ g Ei (1 < i < n). In g eneral it is not possible to construct a 
representation with dim U = m(E) and ) K 1 = maxlGign i(E,) since there 
will be homomorphisms between the representations of the I& 1 < i ,< n. 
However them is always a representation with dim U = m(E) and 
1 K I = maxlGiGn t(-%) f r, where r = 1 if ) Cp 1 is infinite and 
n/j @ I < r < n/l @ / -+ 1 otherwise. 
I am indebted to Dr. M. C. R. Butler for a breakfast-table education in 
algebra, and for many useful discussions. 
APPENDIX. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE TRIVIAL ALGEBRA 
WITH FOUR SUBSPACES 
The search for all finite-dimensional representations of the trivial algebra 
is made manageable by the use of Lemma 2 and the result (7.2). The calcula- 
tions are heavy but straightforward, so the results are given without proof. 
1. If&‘(U;K)z@, dim Uisfiniteand jKl =4, then (V;K) is iso- 
morphic to one of the representations listed below or to the dual of one of 
those representations. 
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2. Let (U; K) be a finite-dimensional representation of the trivial algebra 
with dim U > 2 and K = (KS : 1 < i < 4). Let T be a permutation of 1, 2, 
3, 4 with the property dim KS,, = dim Ki (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Then there is an 
automorphism h of U such that KJz = Ki, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
3. If ! @ j = 2 and dim U = 2, then U has only three subspaces. Suppose 
I@\ >2, dimU:=2 and K={Ki:l <i<4}. Then d(Z;i;K)g@. It 
is possible to choose a nonzero x E K, and then to find a nonzero y E K, 
such that K3 = Sp{x + y} and Kd = Sp{x + uy} for some a E @ (a # 0, 1). 
Clearly a is idependent of the choice of X. It will be called the cross-ratio 
of the ordered set {Kl , K, , K, , K4}. Let (U’; K’) be another system with 
dim U’ = 2 and 1 K’ 1 = 4. Then (U’; K’) E (li’; K) if and only if there is 
an ordering of K’ which has cross-ratio a. 
List of Repesentations 
In the following list Ki is a matrix which expresses a basis of the subspace 
K, in terms of a basis of U. The matrices are expressed in terms of simple 
blocks with the following notation: 
1 is the r x Y unit matrix; 
0 is the Y x Y zero matrix; 
J is the Y x Y Jordan matrix with l’s on the superdiagonal and zero’s 
elsewhere; 
!t is a column of r zeros; 
? is a row of r zeros; 
6 is a column consisting of r -- 1 zeros followed by 1; 
d is a row consisting of 1 followed by r - 1 zeros. 
(i) dim U = 2: 
K1 = (1 O), K:!=(O 11, 
whereaE@,a#O, 1. 
(ii) dim U = 2r > 4: 
KI 7. (1 O), ‘$2 = (0 1)~ 
(iii) dim U = 2~ + 3: 
(4 Y == 0, 
Kq =(I a) 
I Ka=(l 1 1). 
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(b) yb 1, 
i 
1 0 k 5 t 
Kl=7/ 7) 10 0, 
rl ? 0 1 0 1 
i 
11Ef8 
K3=7j 7] 0 10, 
r11001 1 
(iv) dim U = 2r + 3: 
3 
.,=(;;‘;; K2=(; 8 ;), 
(b) Y = 1, 
,I 
i 
0 0 0 0 
K1=OOIOO, 
00010 1 




7/ rl 0 1 0 
1 
/’ 1 4 f E\ 
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